
Welcome to Year 8
Nick Grundy



The importance of year 8
• “In year 8 there are no tests of any great importance, no big decisions to make, and 

nothing is particularly new or exciting anymore. New school is now old hat. What’s 
more, it is often the year in which pupils’ hormones begin to rage. As a result, towards 
the end of year 7 and during year 8, pupils begin to get demotivated and their progress 
slows or stalls.”

• “Well, as is often the case, I find the solution lies in the problem. If the problem is that 
year 8 isn’t regarded as new or exciting, then we need to make it feel new and exciting. 
If the problem is that year 8 is the year in which pupils usually start puberty and their 
hormones kick in with a vengeance as they begin the journey towards maturity, then we 
need to recognise this increasing maturity.”

• “If the problem is that year 8, without tests and options, is regarded as meaningless, as a 
stop-gap, then we need to make it feel meaningful and use assessment and feedback to 
motivate pupils to make better progress.”

• Sec Ed article Sept 2016 by Matt Bromley – CPD lead, journalist and author



Key things for success in Year 8
•Exemplary Attendance (98%+)
•Be punctual
•Be organised – equipment
•Have access to Go4Schools and RM Unify
•Complete Homework
•Attend Extra-Curricular Clubs 
•Go above and Beyond in all subjects (at least an average 

effort score of a 2)
•Respond effectively to feedback
•Be polite, kind and an approachable person

School

ParentsPupil



Attendance 
Any absence could result in:
• Missing key information from subjects
• Missing important deadlines
• Missing friendships and extra 

curricular
• Missing PSHE and character 

development opportunities
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The qualification 
will be graded 
and certificated 
on a nine grade 
scale from 9 to 1, 
where 9 is the 
highest grade.

GCSE Levels 9 - 1



Y7 Y8 Y9
Y10

Y11

Flight Paths

1 2 3 5 6

End of Year Target: The targets have been generated by the
school. They are based on primary school
performance*. A student’s target grade is a prediction
that has been set to indicate where they should be
each school year – the purpose of this is to help
monitor if they are on track to meet their GCSE target
grade by Year 11. With hard work, these grades are
meant to be achievable.

Current grade: The grade the student is currently working at
set by the subject teacher– this often has factored in
multiple assessments and is based on all of their
learning so far.

Predicted Grade: The grade the subject teacher thinks the
student will actually get at the end of Year 8.



The 5 year curriculum

•Shift away from KS3 AND KS4 – spiral curriculum 

built upon skills and knowledge

•Core subjects particularly have a 5 year curriculum

•Topics/skills learned in Year 8 could be just as 

important as year 11



What Year 8 pupils should expect
• An increase in subject difficulty

• An increase in homework

• Development of critical thinking skills to solve unseen problems

• Recall of old information

• Mastery of new information

• Beginning to plan for their future

• Development of Employability skills (Eg time management)



Year 8 Focus
•Learner Habits
•Crime & Consequence
•Children’s Rights & Responsibilities
•Body Image & Developing Relationships
•Careers & Stereotypes
•Finance
•Family Relationships & Conflict
•Managing Emotions & Exam Stress





Go4Schools App

• Timetable
• Homework
• Behaviour records
• Attendance
• Target Grades 
• 24/7 access to today's information

Online access for parents/guardians to information about their children's education



Homework

‘Evidence-based research has 
shown that students who 

regularly complete homework 
tend to make greater academic 

progress than those who don’t’ –
Education Endowment Foundation

What homework will we set?

• Homework may practice or extend what has been learnt in lesson and 
strengthen knowledge and learning. 

• Or prepare students for learning to come in future lessons. 

Why do we set homework?

 Teaches students to manage their time
 Builds independence
 Extends knowledge
 Builds subject confidence
 Allows the subject teacher to assess their learning/knowledge
 It is a life skill – in future employment students may have to take work 

home and manage their own workload. 



Homework Policy
 Set according to homework timetable 
 Will be a maximum of 40 minutes, but could be less
 Added to Go4Schools by subject teachers
 Teachers will track if it has been received on Go4Schools –

this can be seen by parents/carers
 Teachers will use homework to further students’ learning 

e.g. used as an activity in lesson or to inform future planning 

Non-Completion: 

X2 no homework in one subject = Automated message sent home
x3 no homework in one subject = Teacher contacts home

Year Strategy Leaders will also be monitoring homework completion and speaking to students who are 
struggling to keep on top of their homework. Homework reports will be issued if homework continues to 
be not completed. 



Homework Club

Need help or a space to work? 

Monday-Friday:
After school in the PLC

All students welcome



Homework Timetables have been shared with 
students but also available on the school 

website 

Click on the 
homework tab 

and scroll down

Students will be 
set a maximum of 

2 pieces a day
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What Year 8 will look like…





Exploring Each Topic:Exploring Each Topic:



A change in approach:A change in approach:

 This year, The English Department are changing their approach to teaching the material 
for our KS3 pupils 

 We want our pupils to have a rich and broad curriculum that builds upon the skills of Year 
7 and lends itself to the developing and approaching challenge of Year 9
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 Each child will be set homework once a week for English

 This homework may be a prereading activity to support learning ahead of a new topic 

 Homework could also be something to challenge the understanding of a topic covered during 
the lesson
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Supporting Learning at Home…Supporting Learning at Home…

 Each topic of work, your child will be 
provided with a Knowledge Organiser to 
support their understanding of the topic and 
aid their revision

 Support booklets are also provided for those 
eligible for extra provision with tasks suitable 
for pupils to complete work at home

 We would like to take this opportunity to 
thank all of our parents and carers for 
supporting us at home
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ReadingReading

Led by Mr D FoxLed by Mr D Fox



One in six people in the UK 
struggle with literacy. This 
means their literacy is below 
the level expected of an 
eleven year old. 

National Literacy Trust
Literacy: State of the Nation – A Picture of Literacy in the UK Today, 2010



41% of 11-15 year-olds in England 

do not participate in reading that 

are not required for school in their 

spare time.

Biggest influence is parents.
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Benefits of reading:Benefits of reading:

 Evidence suggests that children who read for 
enjoyment every day…

 perform better in reading tests.

 develop a broader vocabulary.

 increased general knowledge.

 a better understanding of other cultures.

 leads to lifelong learning.

 Increased social mobility.
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Parent & Pupil Reading GroupParent & Pupil Reading Group



We encourage students to read 
independently for at least 

30 minutes per day at home. 

We encourage students to read 
independently for at least 

30 minutes per day at home. 

Please complete the reading log in your planner every day with  - how 
many minutes reading you have done. Your parent/carer must initial this.
Your planner will be checked regularly by teaching staff. 



ParentsParents

Supporting Your 
Child’s Literacy



Resources in the homeResources in the home

 85% of young people say that they own a mobile 
phone or have access to one at home.

 84% also either own a computer or have access 
to one at home. 

 53% have books of their own. 
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Young People’s Reading: The Importance of the home environment and family support 



Parental encouragement 
to read
Parental encouragement 
to read

 8 in 10 young people said they get at least some 
encouragement to read from their mother. 

 By contrast, only 7 in 10 said that their father encourages 
them to read to some degree. 

 “Young people who get a lot of encouragement to read from 
their mother or father are more likely to enjoy reading, to read 
frequently, to have positive attitudes towards reading and to 
believe that reading is important to succeed in life than 
young people who do not get any encouragement to read 
from their mother or father.”
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Young People’s Reading: The Importance of the home environment and family support 



Science at Dormston
MISS E WARD – CURRICULUM LEADER FOR SCIENCE

MRS E CHECKLEY- KS3 CO COORDINATOR 

MRS R JAI- SECOND IN SCIENCE / YEAR 11 



The topics follow on from Year 7 but go into further depth to form the foundations of the GCSE course. Each topic will 
start with retrieval of the Year 7 content to ensure pupils have a secure foundation. Students will be assessed termly (1 
45 minute exam) on the topic taught to date. They will also complete one 50 minute exams during exam week to 
assess knowledge and understanding.

YEAR 8 KS3 SCIENCE 



YEAR 8 half termly retrieval topics 





Science books front/inside covers



This should be 
recorded in their 
planner but can be 
checked or reset with 
your Science teacher if 
needed. Please note it 
is all lower case

johns0045

As above

1. Google search: Educake Accessing Science homework and non required work



Marking and assessment feedback



Revision guide and workbook



Other useful hints and websites

• BBC Bitesize -https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zng4d2p
• Docbrown.info - https://www.docbrown.info/ks3science.htm
• Educationquizzes.com -

https://www.educationquizzes.com/ks3/science/
• The science break –youtube channel 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL51jd6xG52BXZjAsGwcLXit
BfPcuGgkDi

• Revision monkey – youtube channel -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ri8S0M2HbfM&list=PLyf3QQ9
ddzgngBzZiwWcEBuRoKUYaXS6N



Any questions please contact the following:

echeckley@dormston.dudley.sch.uk (Key stage 3 coordinator)

eward@dormston.dudley.sch.uk (Curriculum leader for science)

rjai@dormston.Dudley.sch.uk (second in science)



Maths at Dormston
MISS L. JACQUES

CURRICULUM LEADER FOR MATHEMATICS



Home 
learning



Home 
learning



Home 
learning









Maths books front/inside covers



Accessing maths watch and non required work

1. Google search: mathswatch vle

As above

This should be 
recorded in their 
planner but can be 
checked or reset with 
your maths teacher if 
needed. Please note it 
is all lower case

Surnameinital@dormston



Difference between non required work and homework set



Marking and assessment feedback



Other useful hints and websites

• Pinpoint learning – year 11
• Corbett maths
• Maths genie
• Maths kitchen – some areas are free but can pay 

for premium
• Whiterose maths
• Whiterose homelearning
• Onmaths – Can register to see progress



Any questions please contact the following:

Rbal@dormston.dudley.sch.uk (Key stage 3 coordinator)

Mrock@dormston.dudley.sch.uk (Key stage 4 coordinator)

Ljacques1@dormston.dudley.sch.uk (Curriculum leader for mathematics)



Thank you for your support – if you have any 
questions please get in touch…

Behaviour, attendance or welfare: Head of House 

Avon: PAmos@dormston.dudley.sch.uk
Derwent: RDownie@dormston.dudley.sch.uk
Severn: JWilkes@dormston.dudley.sch.uk
Trent: MPlant@dormston.dudley.sch.uk

Subject specific: Head of Department or Subject Teacher

SEND:KBeer@dormston.dudley.sch.uk


